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Magical Thinking
A glimpse into a beloved novelist’s inner world,
shaped by family, art, and literature. In her fiction,
Claire Messud "has specialized in creating unusual
female characters with ferocious, imaginative inner
lives" (Ruth Franklin, New York Times Magazine).
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Kant’s Little Prussian Head and Other Reasons Why I
Write opens a window on Messud’s own life: a
peripatetic upbringing; a warm, complicated family;
and, throughout it all, her devotion to art and
literature. In twenty-six intimate, brilliant, and funny
essays, Messud reflects on a childhood move from her
Connecticut home to Australia; the complex
relationship between her modern Canadian mother
and a fiercely single French Catholic aunt; and a trip
to Beirut, where her pied-noir father had once lived,
while he was dying. She meditates on contemporary
classics from Kazuo Ishiguro, Teju Cole, Rachel Cusk,
and Valeria Luiselli; examines three facets of Albert
Camus and The Stranger; and tours her favorite
paintings at Boston’s Museum of Fine Arts. In the
luminous title essay, she explores her drive to write,
born of the magic of sharing language and the
transformative powers of “a single successful
sentence.” Together, these essays show the inner
workings of a dazzling literary mind. Crafting a vivid
portrait of a life in celebration of the power of
literature, Messud proves once again "an absolute
master storyteller" (Rebecca Carroll, Los Angeles
Times).

Kant's Little Prussian Head and Other
Reasons Why I Write: An Autobiography
in Essays
Family begins with a capital eff. I'm wondering how
many more f*cking 'phases' I have to endure before
my children become civilised and functioning
members of society? It seems like people have been
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telling me 'it's just a phase!' for the last fifteen bloody
years. Not sleeping through the night is 'just a phase.'
Potty training and the associated accidents 'is just a
phase'. The tantrums of the terrible twos are 'just a
phase'. The picky eating, the back chat, the
obsessions. The toddler refusals to nap, the teenage
inability to leave their beds before 1pm without a
rocket being put up their arse. The endless singing of
Frozen songs, the dabbing, the weeks where
apparently making them wear pants was akin to child
torture. All 'just phases!' When do the 'phases' end
though? WHEN? Mummy dreams of a quirky rural
cottage with roses around the door and chatty
chickens in the garden. Life, as ever, is not going
quite as she planned. Paxo, Oxo and Bisto turn out to
be highly rambunctious, rather than merely chatty,
and the roses have jaggy thorns. Her precious
moppets are now giant teenagers, and instead of
wittering at her about who would win in a fight - a
dragon badger or a ninja horse - they are
Snapchatting the night away, stropping around the
tiny cottage and communicating mainly in grunts except when they are demanding Ellen provides taxi
services in the small hours. And there is never, but
never, any milk in the house. At least the one thing
they can all agree on is that rescued Barry the
Wolfdog may indeed be The Ugliest Dog in the World,
but he is also the loveliest.

Jenny and the Jaws of Life
A Life of Adventure and Delight delivers eight
masterful stories from dazzlingly original and critically
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acclaimed author Akhil Sharma. Hailed as a storyteller
whose fiction is “a glowing work of art” (Wall Street
Journal), Akhil Sharma is possessed of a narrative
voice “as hypnotic as those found in the pages of
Dostoyevsky” (The Nation). In A Life of Adventure and
Delight, Sharma delivers eight masterful stories that
focus on Indian protagonists at home and abroad and
that plunge the reader into the unpredictable
workings of the human heart. A young woman in an
arranged marriage awakens one day surprised to find
herself in love with her husband. A retired divorcé
tries to become the perfect partner by reading
women’s magazines. A man’s longstanding contempt
for his cousin suddenly shifts inward when he
witnesses his cousin caring for a sick woman. Tender
and darkly comic, the protagonists in A Life of
Adventure and Delight deceive themselves and
engage in odd behaviors as they navigate how to be
good, how to make meaningful relationships, and the
strengths and pitfalls of self-interest. Elegantly written
and emotionally immediate, the stories provide an
intimate, honest assessment of human relationships
between mothers and sons, sons and lovers, and
husband and wives from a dazzlingly original,
critically acclaimed writer.

When You Are Engulfed in Flames
Featuring David Sedaris's unique blend of hilarity and
heart, this new collection of keen-eyed animalthemed tales is an utter delight. Though the
characters may not be human, the situations in these
stories bear an uncanny resemblance to the insanity
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of everyday life. In "The Toad, the Turtle, and the
Duck," three strangers commiserate about animal
bureaucracy while waiting in a complaint line. In
"Hello Kitty," a cynical feline struggles to sit through
his prison-mandated AA meetings. In "The Squirrel
and the Chipmunk," a pair of star-crossed lovers is
separated by prejudiced family members. With
original illustrations by Ian Falconer, author of the
bestselling Olivia series of children's books, these
stories are David Sedaris at his most observant,
poignant, and surprising.

Let's Kill Uncle
Amidst rumors that the Paris opera house is haunted,
Christine Daaé, a young Swedish girl, performs at a
gala and attracts attention from both her childhood
sweetheart, Raoul, and the Phantom, who is living
underground. Suddenly, mysterious circumstances
abound at the opera house: a stagehand is found
dead, managers receive letters demanding that
Christine sing the lead role, and a chandelier crashes
down into the audience. When Christine reunites with
Raoul, the phantom grows dangerously jealous. Will
Christine stay on the stage or disappear into the
opera house's dark cellars and grim secrets? Gaston
Leroux's Gothic novel was first published in French in
1911. This is an unabridged version of the translation
by Alexander Teixeira de Mattos, published the same
year.

Barrel Fever
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In David Sedaris' world, no one is safe and no cow is
sacred. A manic cross between Mark Leyner, Fran
Lebowitz, and the National Enquirer, Sedaris'
collection of essays is a rollicking tour through the
national Zeitgeist: a do-it-yourself suburban dad
saves money by performing home surgery; a man
who is loved too much flees the heavyweight
champion of the world; a teenage suicide tries to
incite a lynch mob at her funeral; a bitter Santa
abuses the elves. David Sedaris made his debut on
NPR's Morning Edition with "SantaLand Diaries",
recounting his strange-but-true experiences as an elf
at Macy's, and soon became one of the show's most
popular commentators. With a perfect eye and a
voice infused with as much empathy as wit, Sedaris
writes stories and essays that target the soulful
ridiculousness of our behavior. Barrel Fever is like a
blind date with modern life, and anything can happen.

Children Playing Before a Statue of
Hercules
The former member of the New York Times editorial
board offers a collection of essays that illuminate the
beauty of the American landscape. With an eloquence
unmatched by any other living writer, Verlyn
Klinkenborg observes the juncture at which our lives
and the natural world intersect. His yearlong
meditation on the rigors and wonders of country
life—encompassing memories of his family’s Iowa
homestead, time spent in the wide-open spaces of the
American West, and his experiences on the small
farm in upstate New York where he lives with his
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wife—abounds with various pleasures for the readers
as it indelibly records and elaborates the everyday
beauty of the world we inhabit. A New York Times
Notable Book of the Year A Book Sense 76 Pick
“Captivating, subtle, and splendid . . . . Klinkenborg
really is a Thoreau for today . . . . Nonfiction
storytelling at its highest: unflaggingly lovely, with
scope, profundity, and power achieved through a
mastering of the delicate.” —Kirkus Reviews “In a
voice reminiscent of E. B. White, Klinkenborg paints a
picture of a fading world in colors that are solid and
authentic. His joy is evident throughout.” —Los
Angeles Times “Arresting, even profound, forcing us
to look at the world in a new way.” —Chicago Tribune

Dress Your Family in Corduroy and
Denim
A collection of personal writings features observations
on such topics as a contest of wills with a deranged
cleaning lady, the emotional side of killing a rodent in
one's home, and the brief fame that accompanies
starring in a commercial.

Origins of the Underclass
One of the most anticipated books of 2017: Boston
Globe, New York Times Book Review, New York's
"Vulture", The Week, Bustle, BookRiot An NPR Best
Book of 2017An AV Club Favorite Book of 2017A
Barnes & Noble Best Book of 2017A Goodreads
Choice Awards nominee David Sedaris tells all in a
book that is, literally, a lifetime in the making. For
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forty years, David Sedaris has kept a diary in which
he records everything that captures his attentionoverheard comments, salacious gossip, soap opera
plot twists, secrets confided by total strangers. These
observations are the source code for his finest work,
and through them he has honed his cunning,
surprising sentences. Now, Sedaris shares his private
writings with the world. Theft by Finding, the first of
two volumes, is the story of how a drug-abusing
dropout with a weakness for the International House
of Pancakes and a chronic inability to hold down a
real job became one of the funniest people on the
planet. Written with a sharp eye and ear for the
bizarre, the beautiful, and the uncomfortable, and
with a generosity of spirit that even a misanthropic
sense of humor can't fully disguise, Theft By Finding
proves that Sedaris is one of our great modern
observers. It's a potent reminder that when you're as
perceptive and curious as Sedaris, there's no such
thing as a boring day.

The Saturday Evening Post Spot the
Differences Picture Puzzles
A New York Times editorial board member and
esteemed writing instructor counsels aspiring writers
on how to move past conventional understandings
about creativity, writer's block and other literary
challenges to develop a greater understanding of how
thinking, noticing and learning are integral parts of
the writing process. 20,000 first printing.

Squirrel Seeks Chipmunk
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THE STORY: Sister Elizabeth Donderstock is
Squeamish, has been her whole life. She makes
cheese balls (traditional and smoky) that sustain the
existence of her entire religious community,
Clusterhaven. However, she feels unappreciated
among her Squ

Listen to Your Mother
'When apple-picking season ended, I got a Job in a
packing plant and gravitated towards short stories,
which I could read during my break and reflect upon
for the remainder of my shift. A good one would take
me out of myself and then stuff me back in, outsized,
now, and uneasy with the fit . . . Once, before leaving
on vacation, I copied an entire page from an Alice
Munro story and left it in my typewriter, hoping a
burglar might come upon it and mistake her words for
my own. That an intruder would spend his valuable
time reading, that he might be impressed by the
description of a crooked face, was something I did not
question, as I believed, and still do, that stories can
save you'.

Careen
Now a Starz® Original Series "Utterly convincing and
engrossing---totally thought-through and frequently
hilarious.Even this aging, jaded, attention-deficitdisordered critic was blown away." --Lev Grossman,
Time Myfanwy Thomas awakens in a London park
surrounded by dead bodies. With her memory gone,
she must trust the instructions left by her former in
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order to survive. She quickly learns that she is a Rook,
a high-level operative in a secret agency that protects
the world from supernatural threats. But there is a
mole inside the organization, and this person wants
her dead. Battling to save herself, Myfanwy will
encounter a person with four bodies, a woman who
can enter her dreams, children transformed into
deadly fighters, and terrifyingly vast conspiracy.
Suspenseful and hilarious, THE ROOK is an
outrageously imaginative thriller for readers who like
their espionage with a dollop of purple slime.

Theft by Finding
She's a total stranger. But she knows who you are
Suzi did a bad thing. She's paying for it now,
pregnant, scared, and living in an isolated cottage
with her jealous husband, Nick. When Nora moves
into the only house nearby, Suzi is delighted to have a
friend. So much so that she's almost tempted to tell
Nora her terrible secret. But there's more to Nora
than meets the eye. It's impossible--does she already
know what Suzi did? Meanwhile, Elle spends her days
in her perfect home, fixated on keeping up
appearances. But when her husband betrays her, it
unravels a secret going all the way back to her
childhood. She'll do whatever it takes to hold on to
him, even if that means murder. After all, she's done
it before Caught up in their own secrets and lies,
these strangers will soon realise they have more in
common than they could ever have imagined. When a
shocking event brings them together, their lives will
never be the same again.
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The Book of Liz
Twenty-five pairs of color illustrations from classic
magazine covers invite children — and adults, too! —
to spot the differences. Works by Norman Rockwell,
John Falter, Stevan Dohanos, Richard Sargent, many
others. Solutions.

Why Mummy Doesn't Give a ****!
David Sedaris plays in the snow with his sisters. He
goes on vacation with his family. He gets a job selling
drinks. He attends his brother's wedding. He mops his
sister's floor. He gives directions to a lost traveler. He
eats a hamburger. He has his blood sugar tested. It all
sounds so normal, doesn't it? In his newest collection
of essays, David Sedaris lifts the corner of ordinary
life, revealing the absurdity teeming below its surface.
His world is alive with obscure desires and hidden
motives -- a world where forgiveness is automatic and
an argument can be the highest form of love. Dress
Your Family in Corduroy and Denim is another
unforgettable collection from one of the wittiest and
most original writers at work today.

Dress Your Family In Corduroy And
Denim
In the fall of 2012, quirky and cat-loving Cleveland
librarian Jill Grunenwald got an alarming email from
her younger sister: her sister was very concerned with
Jill’s weight and her overall mental and physical
health. Having always struggled with her weight, Jill
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was currently hitting the scales at more than three
hundred pounds. Right then, Jill looked in the mirror
and decided that she needed to make a life-style
change, pronto. She enrolled in Weight Watchers and
did something else that she—the girl who avoided
gym class like the plague in high school—never
thought she’d do; Jill started running. And believe it or
not, it wasn’t that bad. Actually, it was kind of fun.
Three months later, Jill did the previously unthinkable
and ran her very first 5k at the Cleveland Metropolitan
Zoo. Battling the infamous hills of the course, Jill
conquered her fears and finished—but in dead last.
Yep, the police were reopening the streets behind her.
But Jill didn’t let that get her down—because when
you run for your health and happiness, your only real
competition is yourself. Six years and more than one
hundred pounds lost later, Jill is still running and
racing regularly, and she is a proud member of the
back of the pack in every race that she has entered.
In this newly updated edition Running with a Police
Escort, Jill chronicles her racing adventures, proving
that being a slow runner takes just as much guts and
heart as being an Olympic champion. At turns
heartbreaking and hilarious, Running with a Police
Escort is for every runner who has never won a race
but still loves the sport.

Not a Novel: A Memoir in Pieces
David Sedaris’s best stories and essays, spanning his
remarkable career—as selected by the author himself
For more than twenty-five years, David Sedaris has
been carving out a unique literary space, virtually
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creating his own genre. A Sedaris story may seem
confessional, but is also highly attuned to the world
outside. It opens our eyes to what is at absurd and
moving about our daily existence. And it is almost
impossible to read without laughing. Now, for the first
time collected in one volume, the author brings us his
funniest and most memorable work. In these stories,
Sedaris shops for rare taxidermy, hitchhikes with a
lady quadriplegic, and spits a lozenge into a fellow
traveler’s lap. He drowns a mouse in a bucket,
struggles to say “give it to me” in five languages, and
hand-feeds a carnivorous bird. But if all you expect to
find in Sedaris’s work is the deft and sharply observed
comedy for which he became renowned, you may be
surprised to discover that his words bring more
warmth than mockery, more fellow-feeling than
derision. Nowhere is this clearer than in his writing
about his loved ones. In these pages, Sedaris explores
falling in love and staying together, recognizing his
own aging not in the mirror but in the faces of his
siblings, losing one parent and coming to terms—at
long last—with the other. Taken together, the stories
in TheBest of Me reveal the wonder and delight
Sedaris takes in the surprises life brings him. No
experience, he sees, is quite as he expected—it’s
often harder, more fraught, and certainly
weirder—but sometimes it is also much richer and
more wonderful. Full of joy, generosity, and the
incisive humor that has led David Sedaris to be called
“the funniest man alive” (Time Out New York), The
Best of Me spans a career spent watching and
learning and laughing—quite often at himself—and
invites readers deep into the world of one of the most
brilliant and original writers of our time.
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The Other Wife
Falling Felines and Fundamental Physics
When recently-orphaned Barnaby Gaunt is sent to
stay with his uncle on a beautiful remote island off the
coast of Canada, he is all set to have the perfect
summer holiday. Except for one small problem: his
uncle is trying to kill him. Heir to a ten-million-dollar
fortune, Barnaby tries to tell everyone and anyone
that his uncle is after his inheritance, but no one will
believe him. That is, until he tells the only other child
on the island, Chrissie, who concludes that there is
only one way to stop his demonic uncle: Barnaby will
just have to kill him first. With the unexpected help of
One-Ear, the aged cougar who has tormented the
island for years, Chrissie and Barnaby hatch a foolproof plan. Playful, dark and witty, Let's Kill Uncle is a
surprising tale of two ordinary children who conspire
to execute an extraordinary murder - and get away
with it.

Airhead
A collection of highly personal and poetic essays
about life, literature, and politics by the renowned
German writer, Jenny Erpenbeck Jenny Erpenbeck’s
highly acclaimed novel Go, Went, Gone was a New
York Times notable book and launched one of
Germany’s most admired writers into the American
spotlight. In the New Yorker, James Wood wrote:
“When Erpenbeck wins the Nobel Prize in a few years,
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I suspect that this novel will be cited.” On the heels of
this literary breakthrough comes , a book of personal,
profound, often humorous meditations and
reflections. Erpenbeck writes, “With this collection of
texts, I am looking back for the first time at many
years of my life, at the thoughts that filled my life
from day to day.” Starting with her childhood days in
East Berlin (“I start with my life as a schoolgirl … my
own conscious life begins at the same time as the
socialist life of Leipziger Strasse”), Not a Novel
provides a glimpse of growing up in the GDR and of
what it was like to be twenty-two when the wall
collapsed; it takes us through Erpenbeck’s early adult
years, working in a bakery after immersing herself in
the worlds of music, theater, and opera, and
ultimately discovering her path as a writer. There are
lively essays about her literary influences (Thomas
Bernhard, the Brothers Grimm, Kafka, and Thomas
Mann), unforgettable reflections on the forces at work
in her novels (including history, silence, and time),
and scathing commentaries on the dire situation of
America and Europe today. “Why do we still hear
laments for the Germans who died attempting to flee
over the wall, but almost none for the countless
refugees who have drowned in the Mediterranean in
recent years, turning the sea into a giant grave?”
With deep insight and warm intelligence, Jenny
Erpenbeck provides us with a collection of
unforgettable essays that take us into the heart and
mind of “one of the finest and most exciting writers
alive” (Michel Faber).

The Rural Life
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Presents a new edition of the acclaimed collection of
stories, first published in 1987, that captures the lives
and destinies of a variety of complex and eccentric
characters, including children, rapists, businessmen,
and adulterers who move in and out of particular
loves and specific desires. Reprint.

Naked
Growing up, Una LaMarche was as smart as she was
awkward. She was blessed with a precocious intellect,
a love of all things pop-culture and a seriously bushy
monobrow. Adversity (and plucking) made her
stronger and funnier, and now Una has written a
hilarious take on the coming-of-age genre by doling
out all the advice she wishes her mother had given
her. Described as the literary lovechild of Nora Ephron
(who wrote When Harry Met Sally) and Jenny Lawson
(infamous blogger at The Bloggess), LaMarche is sure
to find a receptive audience in anyone who likes to
laugh.

Live at Carnegie Hall
David Sedaris returns with his most deeply personal
and darkly hilarious book. If you've ever laughed your
way through David Sedaris's cheerfully misanthropic
stories, you might think you know what you're getting
with Calypso. You'd be wrong. When he buys a beach
house on the Carolina coast, Sedaris envisions long,
relaxing vacations spent playing board games and
lounging in the sun with those he loves most. And life
at the Sea Section, as he names the vacation home, is
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exactly as idyllic as he imagined, except for one tiny,
vexing realization: it's impossible to take a vacation
from yourself. With Calypso, Sedaris sets his
formidable powers of observation toward middle age
and mortality. Make no mistake: these stories are
very, very funny--it's a book that can make you laugh
'til you snort, the way only family can. Sedaris's
powers of observation have never been sharper, and
his ability to shock readers into laughter unparalleled.
But much of the comedy here is born out of that
vertiginous moment when your own body betrays you
and you realize that the story of your life is made up
of more past than future. This is beach reading for
people who detest beaches, required reading for
those who loathe small talk and love a good tumor
joke. Calypso is simultaneously Sedaris's darkest and
warmest book yet--and it just might be his very best.

How to Be Alone
David Sedaris's beloved holiday collection is new
again with six more pieces, including a never before
published story. Along with such favorites as the
diaries of a Macy's elf and the annals of two very
competitive families, are Sedaris's tales of tardy trickor-treaters ("Us and Them"); the difficulties of
explaining the Easter Bunny to the French ("Jesus
Shaves"); what to do when you've been locked out in
a snowstorm ("Let It Snow"); the puzzling Christmas
traditions of other nations ("Six to Eight Black Men");
what Halloween at the medical examiner's looks like
("The Monster Mash"); and a barnyard secret Santa
scheme gone awry ("Cow and Turkey"). No matter
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what your favorite holiday, you won't want to miss
celebrating it with the author who has been called
"one of the funniest writers alive" (Economist).

The Phantom of the Opera
Passionate, strong-minded nonfiction from the
National Book Award-winning author of The
Corrections Jonathan Franzen's The Corrections was
the best-loved and most-written-about novel of 2001.
Nearly every in-depth review of it discussed what
became known as "The Harper's Essay," Franzen's
controversial 1996 investigation of the fate of the
American novel. This essay is reprinted for the first
time in How to be Alone, along with the personal
essays and the dead-on reportage that earned
Franzen a wide readership before the success of The
Corrections. Although his subjects range from the sexadvice industry to the way a supermax prison works,
each piece wrestles with familiar themes of Franzen's
writing: the erosion of civic life and private dignity
and the hidden persistence of loneliness in
postmodern, imperial America. Recent pieces include
a moving essay on his father's stuggle with
Alzheimer's disease (which has already been
reprinted around the world) and a rueful account of
Franzen's brief tenure as an Oprah Winfrey author. As
a collection, these essays record what Franzen calls
"a movement away from an angry and frightened
isolation toward an acceptance--even a
celebration--of being a reader and a writer." At the
same time they show the wry distrust of the claims of
technology and psychology, the love-hate relationship
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with consumerism, and the subversive belief in the
tragic shape of the individual life that help make
Franzen one of our sharpest, toughest, and most
entertaining social critics.

David Sedaris Diaries
Poetry. Women's Studies. If life is but a series of
contiguous movements, CAREEN investigates the
reasons one might momentarily lose all control and
fall out of line. What is the nature of a desire? What
are the consequences of uninhibited longing? How do
we come to terms with the systematic conditions and
lineages tethered to our individual lives? Any hunger
for inclusion calls back to a long history of
displacement. Then, "eventually, every color careens
into its own lack," and the carte blanche of whiteness
that envelopes a racialized nation is deftly
overturned. On a journey in search for a home,
CAREEN is a love note plunging headlong into its
objects of unattainable desire.

A Life of Adventure and Delight
Timothy, a tortoise who lived in the garden of
eighteenth-century curate Gilbert White, speaks out
on his life in the garden, his nine-day adventure
outside the gate, his observations of the curious
habits and habitations of humans, and the natural
world around him. 30,000 first printing.

The Rook
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A fantastic awakening of why our mothers are
important, taking readers on a journey through
motherhood in all its complexity, diversity, and
humour. Based on a sensational national performance
movement, the book showcases the experiences of
ordinary people no matter their race, gender or age. It
celebrates and validates what it means to be a
mother today, with an honesty and candour that is
arrestingly stimulating and refreshing. The stories
express an eclectic mix of themes: adoption,
emptying nests, first-time motherhood, fosterparenting.

Several Short Sentences about Writing
David Sedaris plays in the snow with his sisters. He
goes on vacation with his family. He gets a job selling
drinks. He attends his brother's wedding. He mops his
sister's floor. He gives directions to a lost traveller. He
eats a hamburger. He has his blood sugar tested. It all
sounds so normal, doesn't it? In his new book David
Sedaris lifts the corner of ordinary life, revealing the
absurdity teeming below its surface. His world is alive
with obscure desires and hidden motives - a world
where forgiveness is automatic and an argument can
be the highest form of love. Dress Your Family in
Corduroy and Denim finds one of the wittiest and
most original writers at work today at the peak of his
form.

Calypso
'Deliciously funny . . . Irresistible' The Times '[Emily] is
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so absolutely of the moment. Airhead is a compilation
of her greatest hits . . . hilarious' Evening Standard
Woman of the moment Emily Maitlis gives you a
behind-the-scenes look at some of the biggest news
stories and interviews of recent years. __________ In
this no holds barred account of life in the seconds
before, during and after going on air, Newsnight
presenter, leading journalist, and queen of the side
eye Emily Maitlis gives us the insider info on what we
don't get to see on-screen. Giving us the inside scoop
on her interviews with everyone from Emma
Thompson to Russell Brand, and Donald Trump to
Tony Blair, as well as covering news stories such as
President Clinton's affairs, Boris Johnson's race to PM,
Grenfell, #MeToo, and the Paris terror attacks.
Airhead is a brilliant exposé of the moments that
never make the news. 'Anyone who has spent this
election campaign shouting at the TV needs a copy in
their Christmas stocking. It's funny and subtly smart'
GUARDIAN, BOOKS OF THE YEAR This edition features
THREE new chapters _____________ Praise for Emily
Maitlis: 'We LOVE the Maitlis' Stylist 'She's just a
mastermind' Dolly Alderton on The High Low 'I think
people are a bit in love with Emily Maitlis, she's a
brilliant interviewer' Pandora Sykes on The High Low
Praise for Airhead: 'She is a superb writer. It is a sort
of greatest hits compilation' Sunday Times 'Excellent'
Guardian 'A wonderfully sane book for our unhinged
times' Simon Schama 'Fascinating' Mail on Sunday
'Smart, funny and brilliantly told' Elizabeth Day
'Revelatory, riveting and frequently hilarious. A joy
from beginning to end' James O'Brien 'Absolutely
irresistible' Jeremy Vine
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You're About to Make a Terrible Mistake!
‘A masterful introduction to the state of the art in
managerial decision-making. Surprisingly, it is also a
pleasure to read’ – Daniel Kahneman, author of
Thinking, Fast and Slow A lively, research-based tour
of nine common decision-making traps – and practical
tools for avoiding them – from a professor of strategic
thinking. We make decisions all the time. It's so
natural that we hardly stop to think about it. Yet even
the smartest and most experienced among us make
frequent and predictable errors. So, what makes a
good decision? Should we trust our intuitions, and if
so, when? How can we avoid being tripped up by
cognitive biases when we are not even aware of
them? You're About to Make a Terrible Mistake! offers
clear and practical advice that distills the latest
developments in behavioural economics and cognitive
psychology into actionable tools for making clever,
effective decisions in business and beyond.

Running with a Police Escort
In Naked, David Sedaris's message alternately
rendered in Fakespeare, Italian, Spanish, and pidgin
Greek is the same: pay attention to me. Whether he's
taking to the road with a thieving quadriplegic, sorting
out the fancy from the extra-fancy in a bleak fruitpacking factory, or celebrating Christmas in the
company of a recently paroled prostitute, this
collection of memoirs creates a wickedly incisive
portrait of an all-too-familiar world. It takes Sedaris
from his humiliating bout with obsessive behavior in A
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Plague of Tics to the title story, where he is finally
forced to face his naked self in the mirrored
sunglasses of a lunatic. At this soulful and moving
moment, he picks potato chip crumbs from his pubic
hair and wonders what it all means. This remarkable
journey into his own life follows a path of selfeffacement and a lifelong search for identity, leaving
him both under suspicion and overdressed.

Let's Explore Diabetes with Owls
How do cats land on their feet? Discover how this
question stumped brilliant minds and how its answer
helped solve other seemingly impossible puzzles The
question of how falling cats land on their feet has long
intrigued humans. In this playful and eye-opening
history, physicist and cat parent Gregory Gbur
explores how attempts to understand the cat-righting
reflex have provided crucial insights into puzzles in
mathematics, geophysics, neuroscience, and human
space exploration. The result is an engaging tumble
through physics, physiology, photography, and
robotics to uncover, through scientific debate, the
secret of the acrobatic performance known as catturning, the cat flip, and the cat twist. Readers learn
the solution but also discover that the finer details
still inspire heated arguments. As with other cat
behavior, the more we investigate, the more surprises
we discover.

Miss Hargreaves
When Norman Huntley and his friend, Henry, invent
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an 83-year-old woman called Mrs. Hargreaves, they
are inspired to write to their fictional friend, but their
silly game turns out not to be such when she arrives
on their doorstep in Buckinghamshire, exactly as they
imagined her.

Holidays on Ice
A remarkable illustrated volume of artwork and
images selected from the diaries David Sedaris has
been creating for four decades In this richly illustrated
book, readers will for the first time experience the
diaries David Sedaris has kept for nearly 40 years in
the elaborate, three-dimensional, collaged style of the
originals. A celebration of the unexpected in the
everyday, the beautiful and the grotesque, this visual
compendium offers unique insight into the author's
view of the world and stands as a striking and
collectible volume in itself. Compiled and edited by
Sedaris's longtime friend Jeffrey Jenkins, and including
interactive components, postcards, and never-beforeseen photos and artwork, this is a necessary addition
to any Sedaris collection, and will enthrall the author's
fans for many years to come.

Timothy
A new collection from David Sedaris is cause for
jubilation. His recent move to Paris has inspired
hilarious pieces, including Me Talk Pretty One Day,
about his attempts to learn French. His family is
another inspiration. You Cant Kill the Rooster is a
portrait of his brother who talks incessant hip-hop
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slang to his bewildered father. And no one hones a
finer fury in response to such modern annoyances as
restaurant meals presented in ludicrous towers and
cashiers with 6-inch fingernails. Compared by The
New Yorker to Twain and Hawthorne, Sedaris has
become one of our best-loved authors. Sedaris is an
amazing reader whose appearances draw hundreds,
and his performancesincluding a jaw-dropping
impression of Billie Holiday singing I wish I were an
Oscar Meyer weinerare unforgettable. Sedariss essays
on living in Paris are some of the funniest hes ever
written. At last, someone even meaner than the
French! The sort of blithely sophisticated, loopy
humour that might have resulted if Dorothy Parker
and James Thurber had had a love child.
Entertainment Weekly on Barrel Fever Sidesplitting
Not one of the essays in this new collection failed to
crack me up; frequently I was helpless. The New York
Times Book Review on Naked

Me Talk Pretty One Day
No one renders the pathos, chaos and impossible
variety of daily encounters like David Sedaris. On
every subject, he is bruisingly painful and tenderly
affectionate. Recorded live on October 22, 2002, LIVE
AT CARNEGIE HALL features excerpts from his
forthcoming collection of essays, DRESS YOUR FAMILY
IN CORDUROY AND DENIM. Includes: Thanks Repeat
After Me Why Them? Who's the Chef? Buddy Can You
Spare a Tie? LessonThree: The Feminine Mistake
Lesson Four: With a Pal Like This, You Don't Need An
Enemy Six to Eight Black Men
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The Best of Me
A guy walks into a bar car and From here the story
could take many turns. When this guy is David
Sedaris, the possibilities are endless, but the result is
always the same: he will both delight you with twists
of humor and intelligence and leave you deeply
moved. Sedaris remembers his father's dinnertime
attire (shirtsleeves and underpants), his first
colonoscopy (remarkably pleasant), and the time he
considered buying the skeleton of a murdered Pygmy.
With Let's Explore Diabetes with Owls, David Sedaris
shows once again why his work has been called
"hilarious, elegant, and surprisingly moving"
(Washington Post).

Unabrow
"David Sedaris's ability to transform the mortification
of everyday life into wildly entertaining art," (The
Christian Science Monitor) is elevated to wilder and
more entertaining heights than ever in this
remarkable new book. Trying to make coffee when
the water is shut off, David considers using the water
in a vase of flowers and his chain of associations
takes him from the French countryside to a hilariously
uncomfortable memory of buying drugs in a mobile
home in rural North Carolina. In essay after essay,
Sedaris proceeds from bizarre conundrums of daily
life-having a lozenge fall from your mouth into the lap
of a fellow passenger on a plane or armoring the
windows with LP covers to protect the house from
neurotic songbirds-to the most deeply resonant
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human truths. Culminating in a brilliant account of his
venture to Tokyo in order to quit smoking, David
Sedaris's sixth essay collection is a new masterpiece
of comic writing from "a writer worth treasuring"
(Seattle Times). Praise for When You Are Engulfed in
Flames: "Older, wiser, smarter and meaner,
Sedarisdefies the odds once again by delivering an
intelligent take on the banalities of an absurd life."
--Kirkus Reviews This latest collection proves that not
only does Sedaris still have it, but he's also getting
better.Sedaris's best stuff will still--after all this
time--move, surprise, and entertain." --Booklist Table
of Contents: It's Catching Keeping Up The Understudy
This Old House Buddy, Can You Spare a Tie? Road
Trips What I Learned That's Amore The Monster Mash
In the Waiting Room Solutions to Saturday's Puzzle
Adult Figures Charging Toward a Concrete Toadstool
Memento Mori All the Beauty You Will Ever Need Town
and Country Aerial The Man in the Hut Of Mice and
Men April in Paris Crybaby Old Faithful The Smoking
Section
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